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Tolent was formed in 1983 and has
become one of the largest construction
companies in the North East.
Our expansion has seen us grow into
a truly national company operating
throughout the UK.
Our ability to achieve sustainable,
profitable growth across our business
demonstrates our capability to
successfully manage a wide range
of construction projects, which have
ranged in size from £1m – £85m+.
In numbers

£3bn+ Project portfolio
500+ In-house staff
70%+ Turnover from repeat business
Built on Commitment

Commitment to bringing your vision
to life, commitment to our people and
commitment to seeing the job through,
every time.
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Tolent benefits from a breadth of experience
in the retail sector, having completed £100m+
of retail projects to date across the UK.
Our diverse project portfolio has equipped us
with the knowledge and expertise required to
deliver projects to a high standard, on-time,
and within our clients’ budgets.
Our greatest strength is our versatility, and
our diverse project portfolio demonstrates our
ability to undertake everything from smallscale retail fit-outs to the full design and build
of large retail parks and superstores.
We have worked directly for a number of the
sector’s biggest brands, including Lidl, Aldi,
Morrisons, Sports Direct and Topshop as well
as global property management companies,
including CBRE Ltd, UK Land Estates,
Hammerson Property and Zurich Assurance
Ltd.
We deliver an end-to-end service that we can
adapt throughout the building programme,
working with clients and tenants from
inception, or incorporating challenges late in
the process; which is particularly beneficial
on speculative projects where tenant’s
requirements may not be known at the outset.

In numbers

£100m+ retail projects
35+ years in retail construction

Morrisons, Morpeth

Experts in Retail Developments

Built on Commitment

Dalton Park
Built on the site of former colliery spoil heaps on the edge of
Murton, Dalton Park is one of the biggest outlet and leisure
shopping centres in the North East, with over 60nr retailers
attracting over 2.5 million visitors each year.

Client
Contract
Value
Location
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Janus Henderson UK Property
JCT 2011 Design & Build
£1.9m
Murton, County Durham

Retail

The refurbishment project at
Dalton Park demonstrates
Tolent’s ability to enhance and
expand a large scale retail
park in a live environment;
whilst working professionally
and collaboratively with a
local supply chain.
86% of all subcontractors
used were based within
20 miles of the site which
ensured contract spend was
kept local; reinvesting in the
local community.

The enhancements included:
•
•

•
•

•
•
Works included the replacement of
Trespa cladding to 60nr existing retail
units providing new signage and lighter
panels. ↓

•

•
•

new flooring throughout the retail park;
replacement of 47,000 sq ft of resin bond
paving with paving stones and planting in the
existing mall walkways;
installation of additional lighting and lit signage
to the mall to benefit existing retail units;
replacement of Trespa cladding to 60nr existing
retail units providing new signage and lighter
panels;
upgrading the existing restroom facilities;
creating additional visual impact with the
introduction of LED lighting and sympathetic
planting to the mall entrance;
construction of canopies to 60nr units to
complement new cladding and improve
outward aesthetic of retail units;
painting the canopy structure; and
upgrades to the external landscaping;

Works were organised to minimise disruption which
allowed the entire park to remain open throughout.
During the delivery of Dalton Park, Tolent
endeavoured to engage with local supply chain
partners who have an affinity with the community.
As a result, a total of 92% of the overall subcontract
value was spent with local subcontractors, with 86%
of all subcontractors used being based within 20
miles of the site ensuring contract spend was kept
local; reinvesting in the local community.
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Built on Commitment
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Retail

Dalton Park
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Built on Commitment

Aldi
Tolent has completed several projects for Aldi, from a store fitout to the design and construction of a mixed-use development
which included an Aldi store with a total floor space of 16,700 sq
ft and an adjacent retail unit of 10,000 sq ft.

Client
Contract
Value
Location
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Aldi
JCT Design & Build
£5.4m
UK Wide

Retail

The project in Rochdale
consisted of the design and
construction of a 14,640 sq ft
store together with external
landscaping and car parking
for 75nr cars and achieved
BREEAM ‘Very Good’
certification.

Aldi Middlesborough: design and build
of a mixed-used development which
included a 16,700 sq ft Aldi store and an
adjacent retail unit. ↓

Since 2001 Tolent has developed attractive and
high-quality shopping environments for Aldi which
enabled the business to meet its ambitious growth
targets and develop their growing market share.
Our project includes stores in Middlesbrough,
Nottingham and most recently Rochdale. The
project in Rochdale consisted of the design and
construction of a 14,640 sq ft store together with
external landscaping and car parking for 75nr cars.
The building comprised steel-framed construction
with cladding, curtain walling and rainscreen tiling.
The site backed onto the River Roch and the
project also involved clearing the river bank and
eradicating the Japanese Knotweed that infested
the riverbanks.
The project in Middlesborough comprised the
design and build of a mixed-used development
which included a 16,700 sq ft Aldi store and an
adjacent retail unit. The building was constructed
on traditional pad and strip foundations from a steel
frame for the Aldi store and adjacent ground floor
retail units.

� Aldi Rochdale: design and construction of a 14,640 sq ft
store together with external landscaping and car parking for
75nr cars. The building comprised steel-framed construction
with cladding, curtain walling and rainscreen tiling.

The exterior was a combination of insulated wall
panels, masonry, rainscreen cladding and glazed
curtain walling. The faceted glazed frontage of the
development faces the Hartington Interchange
crossroads and was the stand out feature of the
building.
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Built on Commitment

M&S Foodhall
The project comprised the construction of an 11,000 sq ft M&S
retail unit with ground and concrete mezzanine floor to shell
finish. The unit was constructed within Westpark Garden Village
and addressed the requirement for a new M&S Foodhall in the
vicinity of Darlington following the introduction of M&S’s five-year
transformation programme.
Client
Contract
Value
Location
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Fintry Estates
JCT 2011 Design & Build
£1.4m
Darlington

Retail

The development was complete with pedestrian
and car parking infrastructure and perimeter
landscaping, mains service containment, exterior
building and car park lighting, boundary fencing,
acoustic fencing and retaining wall.
The M&S in Westpark Garden Village is part
of a community development scheme which
has transformed a barren parcel of land into a
flourishing garden village; a place where town
and country meet.
The retail unit is surrounded by a nature reserve
as well as a growing residential community. The
unit was of steel frame construction on driven
precast square concrete piled foundations and a
cast in-situ ground bearing slab.

The envelope of the
building comprised
aluminium framed
curtain walling and
glazing system,
masonry cavity wall on
facing brick and block
internal skin, high-level
insulated wall cladding
and a built-up roof
system with insulated
cladding.

The envelope of the building comprised
aluminium framed curtain walling and glazing
system, masonry cavity wall on facing brick
and block internal skin, high-level insulated
wall cladding and a built-up roof system with
insulated cladding.
The scope of our works also included:
Site Establishment: Setting up temporary
accommodation and welfare, site compound, the
segregation of pedestrian and vehicular traffic
and coordination with adjacent site user, site
containment and security.
Site Clearance: Excavation and groundworks
and the safe disposal of material off-site.
Excavation: In preparation for new services,
drainage and the retaining wall as well as
the excavation and formation of reinforced
foundations and ground bearing slabs
incorporating a gas membrane for the retail unit
and the formation of lift pits.
Infrastructure: The construction of new road
access and car parking infrastructure, service
yard, footpaths and kerbing, associated hard and
soft landscaping, paving, retaining wall, fencing,
Armco barrier, street furniture and signage. A
pre-cast concrete mezzanine was installed to the
first floor along with a lift shaft. The retail unit was
completed with decorating and painting ready
for client fit-out.
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Built on Commitment

Lidl
Tolent has been constructing stores on behalf of Lidl UK since
2001. Tolent has a relationship with the budget retailer that spans
over 17 years and have delivered five stores over the last three
years, supporting the client’s ambitious growth strategy.

Client
Contract
Value
Location
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Lidl UK
Lidl Framework Agreement
£18.5m
UK Wide

Retail

Tolent has completed
five stores in the last
three years and has been
constructing Lidl stores
for over 17 years.

To facilitate efficiencies in the build process, Tolent
has worked closely with Lidl and their architects to
develop a new store type which has reduced build
programmes whilst increasing cost certainty.
The framework requires contractors to meet
extremely challenging programme targets, enabling
the client to go from site acquisition and planning to
store launch in the shortest possible timeframe.
From 2016 onwards, a standardised model was
created utilising a range of tools, such as virtual
and augmented reality, which allowed the client
to appreciate impacts before commitments were
made.
Using the bimstore platform, a portal was launched
to provide real-time information to Tolent and
design teams. Supplier information was also made
available so that construction products could be
managed more efficiently.
The supply chain was then reduced and a greater
level of standard components introduced. This
process has helped Lidl make their development
process more efficient and has made them the
fastest growing food retailer in the UK. Since then all
projects have been based on a standardised store
type, utilising a steel frame structure with Poroton
clad walls.
The Poroton system was chosen for its many cost
and time-saving benefits. The system provides
an exceptionally fast, virtually dry construction,
combined with high strength and thermal efficiency,
perfect for application to Lidl stores.
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Built on Commitment

Morrisons
The Morrisons store was constructed on behalf of Dransfield
Properties in the market town of Morpeth, Northumberland and
created the opportunity for significantly larger premises for the
supermarket chain.

Client
Contract
Value
Location
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Dransfield Properties Ltd
JCT 2011 Design & Build
£8.7m
Morpeth, Northumberland

Retail

“We have sought to create a building
that is not only modern and functional
but respects the architectural integrity
of the town and we hope that people
will agree that it adds to Morpeth’s
standing as Northumberland’s county
town.”
Andrew Malley, Retail Property Director, Dransfield
Properties

Tolent constructed the state-of-the-art 50,000 sq
ft supermarket shell which included a 25,000 sq ft
sales area, allowing Morrisons to house its unique
Market Street which comprised fresh food counters,
including a butcher, baker and fishmonger. The
project achieved a BREEAM ‘Very Good’ rating.
The development included 283nr short stay car
parking spaces as well as 296nr undercroft long
stay spaces.
A pedestrian link to the town centre, as well as an
attractive public realm and landscaping scheme,
ensured that the development was in keeping with
the historic Northumberland market town.
As well as creating additional car parking in the
town centre, the new development also delivered
c.£200k of flood defence works and a further
investment of around c.£50k on upgrading
pedestrian links to the town centre.
The site neighboured a watercourse, the Cotting
Burn, which had a history of flooding issues. The
Cotting Burn was re-aligned and a new footway
was created alongside which opened up part of the
river bank for walkers.
To further ensure there was a suitable refuge for the
neighbouring wildlife, 20nr bird boxes and 20nr bat
boxes were installed along the site boundary near
Cotting Burn and River Wansbeck.
Tolent engaged extensively with the local
community on this project, including Morpeth Scouts
and The Blind Association.
The project at Morrisons Morpeth demonstrates
Tolent’s ability to deliver an innovative supermarket
as well as enhancing the public realm and investing
in flood defence works; whilst utilising modern
methods of construction for the building’s complex
façade.
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Built on Commitment

Halbeath Retail Park
Halbeath Retail Park comprises 9nr units (A1 class) providing
a total of 155,903 sq ft of prime retail space situated on the
outskirts of Dunfermline.

Client
Contract
Value
Location
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Royal Asset Management
SBCC Design & Build
£2.9m
Dunfermline, Scotland

Retail

Tolent was involved in the retail park’s original
construction in the 1990s, but most recently
undertook the c.£3m refurbishment and
expansion project which culminated in c.40,000
sq ft of modern retail spaces being provided
across 7nr units.
The scheme transformed the retail park and
addressed the requirement for new, high-quality
retail units in Dunfermline.

“Thank you to Tolent for
all your hard work on
Dunfermline, it is very much
appreciated. Good job well
done to all!”
Philip Sutton, Royal Asset Management

The development was constructed on behalf
of Royal London Asset Management to their
complete satisfaction, with minimal impact to the
daily operations of the retail park.
The new units were occupied, post-completion,
by a number of national retailers, including
Carpetright, Currys/PC World, Argos and Pets at
Home, while the other retail units were already
occupied throughout construction by retailers,
including Homebase, B&M and Harvey’s.
The project consisted of two distinct sections:
Section 1: External refurbishment of 5nr units,
which remained open for business during works.
Works included the over-cladding of existing
façades, replacement of entrance features and
other building alternations, as well as existing car
park amendments and remodelling.
New structural steelwork façade entrance
features were installed to all units, with pad
foundations required to the front of each unit.
Section 2: The refurbishment and subdivision of
a former Focus DIY store, which was split into 3nr
units, as well as the new build construction of an
8,400 sq ft retail unit built from steel frame on pad
foundations.
The new building’s external envelope consisted
of facing brickwork and metal façade cladding,
with similar works undertaken to the building’s
façades and entrance feature to ensure the units
were consistent with the rest of the development.
The site team successfully achieved the early
tenant access date requested by the client,
permitting the tenant fit-out works to commence
on time; achieving the desired opening date for
unit 6.
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Built on Commitment

Pinnacle
Pinnacle is a prominent mixed-use building attracts an average
footfall of 170,000 per week, boasting over 83,000 sq ft of retail
space fronting one of the busiest pedestrian routes in the city
centre of Leeds. Tolent converted the former Next retail space
from a large department store into five retail units across three
floors to accommodate modern eateries.
Client
Contract
Value
Location

Lsref Laser Holdings Ltd
JCT 2011 Design & Build
£2.2m
Leeds

At basement level, new drainage and strip footing
and raft foundations were installed. Each of the
three floors required the strip out, demolition and
the removal of concrete arisings/waste materials.
Following this, concrete was delivered to site for
each level and temporary structural propping was
installed while new structural steelwork, structural
concrete slab, masonry and blockwork was
constructed.
Mechanical and electrical works including fire
alarms linked to the existing building were then
carried out, as well as the connection of new utility
services.
The ground and first floors required additional
works including the removal of the existing structural
glazing and the installation of new structural glazing,
the installation of new full height partition walls
which were 4.8 metres high and the installation of
the new floor screeding.

Structural, Demolition and Re-Design Works
The structural, demolition and re-design works
consisted of:
•

20

removing 2nr existing staircases, each
accessing all floors, infilling existing floors
where applicable and forming new structural
openings and installing a central fire escape
staircase from the basement to the first floor;

Due to the restricted
access, the concrete
arisings had to be
removed from the
building manually
using a team of 4 site
members.
Approximately 13,000
tonnes of demolition
arisings were generated
by the demolition works,
of which more than 95%
was recycled.

Retail

•

•

•

•

•

removing the existing escalator from the ground
floor to the first floor and infilling the existing
structural concrete slab;
forming structural openings within each unit to
allow for the installation of access staircases by
each tenant;
forming structural openings to allow for the
installation of services and ventilation/ductwork
by each tenant;
forming trenches within the existing basement
concrete slab to allow for the installation of the
new drainage design and;
removing the existing structural slabs and beams
between 350mm and 700mm deep and in some
areas, the existing reinforcing bar was retained.
The existing floor to floor heights was between 3
and 5 metres.

Approximately 13,000 tonnes of demolition arisings
were generated by the demolition works, of which
more than 95% was recycled.

Each opening required a temporary works
design, propping and back propping and
crash decks installing, prior to the removal,
to transfer the load and support the
permanent works during construction. ↓

Cut & Carve Exercise / Temporary Works
The conversion also involved an extensive cut and
carve exercise to the existing concrete framed
structure, including the installation of several
staircases, new structural steel as well as concrete
repairs. Our cut and carve programme was based on
multiple considerations, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

fire escape routes whilst the construction works
were in progress;
temporary works design;
unknown structural elements;
adjoining live businesses;
existing live service routes;
access to install the new structural steelwork and;
access to remove concrete arisings.

We incorporated all the above considerations into the
cut and carve programme, which was subsequently
divided into 8nr separate areas and included over
30nr separate structural openings and infills.
Each opening required a temporary works design,
propping and back propping and crash decks
installing, prior to the removal, to transfer the load and
support the permanent works during construction.
The concrete repairs were carried out to several
new openings formed in the concrete slabs, to a
substantial amount of existing concrete columns and
existing floor slabs within the site and within the live
3-storey car park, directly above the site. The concrete
repair works were substantial and took approximately
4 weeks to complete, to the value of c.£25k.
Due to the restricted access, the concrete arisings
had to be removed from the building manually using a
team of 4 site members.

“It was a challenging project
and our best decision was
to persuade the client not to
appoint the lowest tender, but
to award the contract to Tolent.
Thank you for all your efforts”
Stephen Lumley
Thornton Firkin LLP
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Arnison Shopping Park
At 335,000 sq ft, Arnison Shopping Park is Durham’s largest
out of town retail destination.The various projects at Arnison
Shopping Park is testament to Tolent’s ability to deliver
aesthetically impressive retail units to a live retail park, to create a
cohesive look and feel; whilst facilitating sectional completions to
manage tenant fit out works with minimal disruption to the retail
park.
Client
Contract
Value
Location
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Electricity Nominees Ltd
JCT 2011 Design & Build
£5.1m
Pity Me, Durham

Retail

The various projects at Arnison
Shopping Park is testament
to Tolent’s ability to deliver
aesthetically impressive retail
units to a live retail park, to create
a cohesive look and feel; whilst
facilitating sectional completions
to manage tenant fit out works
with minimal disruption to the
retail park.

Phase 2 of the project at Arnison Shopping
Park comprised the construction of the
shell and core of a detached retail unit,
subdivided into 3nr retail units for a 1,606
sq ft Greggs, a 1,907 sq ft EE Mobile and a
3,047 sq ft Maplins. ↓

Phase 1 of the project comprised the
reconfiguration and upgrade of an existing retail
unit with the redevelopment providing 6,500 sq ft of
Class A3 modern retail space, sub-divided into 4nr
retail units, with associated landscaping, parking,
servicing and access at units K, L, M and N.
The extensive remodelling works included treating
and refurbishing the existing elevation, the removal
and replacement of the roof, the strengthening of
the steel frame and the installation of a new façade
in line with the subdivision of the 4nr retail units.
Phase 2 of the project at Arnison Shopping Park
comprised the construction of the shell and core of
a detached retail unit, subdivided into 3nr retail units
for a 1,606 sq ft Greggs, a 1,907 sq ft EE Mobile and
a 3,047 sq ft Maplins, with associated landscaping,
parking, servicing and access at units Q, R and S.
The new retail units were constructed on piled
foundations with masonry, feature panels, curtain
walling and glazing and composite cladding feature
panels. The materials used replicated the style
and construction methods utilised on the 4nr units
remodelled in phase 1.
Feature brise soleil fins were installed around the
signage zones to maximise light and visibility, while
offering a comfortable shaded environment for
retailers and shoppers. A built-up roof system was
installed and the new units were finished with slate
effect glass reinforced plastic cladding feature
columns and beams.
Local landscape architects were appointed to
undertake landscape surveys and design in
connection with the redevelopment of the retail units
to create a landscape which addressed the nature
of the intensive busy shopping park.
The landscape plans included the use of shared
surfaces and evergreen pleached lime trees outside
of the units to create an aesthetic screening from
the busy car park.
The outline approach to landscape design
associated with the retail pods provided a distinct
character area within the retail park as well as low
maintenance separation and screening from the
roads.
The project was a part of the wider redevelopment
of the shopping park to improve the tenant mix
and increase the retail offer at Arnison, creating a
cohesive look and feel to the shopping park which
makes for an attractive environment for retailers
and shoppers.
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“Tolent’s overall performance
and management of the various
schemes has been excellent. I
cannot complete this project without
thanking the site team for their hard
work and sterling input into this and
the other recent works we have
undertaken at the park. If I had the
site team on every scheme I did, I
would be a very happy man.

“The latter is very much down to
the site manager and his ability to
liaise, communicate effectively and
be a generally nice chap under
what have been some challenging
circumstances. I think credit where
credit is due, and I sincerely hope
they are as valued to your business
as they are to myself and my client,
who is incredibly happy with the
delivered schemes.”
Stephen Jones, Partner, Jones Hargreaves

Arnison Shopping Park

“ It is testament to their attitude,
approach, outstanding focus and
commitment that we have delivered
projects of a high-quality, all on time,
all on budget and will little to no
impact on the retail park (I measure
that by the number of complaints
from the general public and store
managers, which over the schemes
amounts to zero!).
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Discover More

Built on Commitment

tolent.co.uk
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Discover more from our
retail portfolio on our
website and get updates
on our live projects on
social media. We’re
happy to provide more
information on our projects
on request.

Tolent is currently on-site delivering an
£84m mixed-use development.
Milburngate will feature 60,000 sq
ft of high quality restaurants, bars
and a cinema. Each of the retail and
leisure units at Milburngate will be
designed and constructed to the highest
standards and all will offer the following
specification as standard.

Retail

Retail Fit-Out

Tolent understands that facilitating early access for
fit-out works is a significant benefit for the client, as this
allows earlier completion, which may release revenue
streams and/or provide an opportunity for the client to
validate any installations prior to any formal launch.
The following processes are fundamental to the successful management and integration of
any fit-out works concurrently with the main contract works:
Early Engagement:

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Stakeholder meetings to review the
requirements/interfaces;
Agree on the scope of the works;
Risk analysis/workshops;
Agree lines of communication and a
single point of contact for each fit-out
contractor;
Agreement of insurance
responsibilities.

Health & Safety Compliance:
•
•
•

Outline H&S requirements;
Inductions & Site rules;
Confirm expectations in relation to
H&S documents & submissions.

Handover & Acceptance:
•
•
•

Review and agree on specific
requirements;
Acceptance of areas sign-off;
Programme Integration

•

•
•

Review the interfaces and crossover
points;
Programme with key milestones
detailed;
Agree on regular meetings and
continuous communication
throughout;
Programme reviews;
Programme coordination.

Logistics:
•
•
•
•
•

Access;
Deliveries;
Storage;
Segregation, if necessary;
Waste management strategies.

Logistics on large, multi-faceted projects
are imperative to the overall success,
safety and efficient delivery of projects,
especially those in city centres or live
environments, which pose a greater
impact on the public and surrounding
businesses if site logistics are not
managed successfully.
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Head Office /
General Construction

Ravensworth House
5th Avenue Business Park
Team Valley
Gateshead
Tyne & Wear
NE11 0HF
E: tyneside@tolent.co.uk
T: 0191 487 0505

General Construction / Housing

Innovation House (1st Floor)
Temple Point
Bullerthorpe Lane
Colton
Leeds
LS15 9JL
E: central@tolent.co.uk
T: 0113 232 1510
Asbestos

Housing

Derwent House
Lakeside Court
Fifth Avenue Business Park
Team Valley
Gateshead
Tyne & Wear
NE11 0NL
E: info@tolentliving.co.uk
T: 0333 101 2600
General Construction /
Civil Engineering

Cleveland House
Dukes Court
Teesside Industrial Estate
Thornaby
Stockton-on-Tees
TS17 9LR
E: teesside@tolent.co.uk
T: 01642 308 005
Asbestos

Site U
Thornley Station Industrial
Estate
Shotton Colliery
Durham
DH6 2QA
E: info@tolentsolutions.co.uk
T: 0333 101 3110

Discover More

tolent.co.uk

Unit 15 (2) B2
Springfield Mills
Bagley Lane
Farsley
Leeds
West Yorkshire
LS28 5LY
E: info@tolentsolutions.co.uk
T: 0333 101 3110

